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1. Introduction
The dismantling of nuclear facilities takes a very
long time and is a dangerous procedure. Thus, it
should go through a process optimization procedure
based on the process simulation. The process
simulation pre-evaluates the operation time and cost,
and checks the possibility of danger of the
dismantling procedures, thereby enhancing the safety
of the dismantling [1]. We developed unit modules
for flexible dismantle simulation system, Cutting
simulation module, Human dose calculation module
and Scenario assessment module. And we integrate
all the modules we implement to use for scenario
assessment.

a worker dose rate. Fig. 2 shows an example of
worker dose calculation.
2.3 Scenario assessment module
After modeling the scenario, using the Scenario
assessment module, a user can calculate the cost and
time of the scenario based on each activity in it.

2. Unit modules
In this chapter, we introduce the modules of the
main functionalities of the dismantle simulation
system.

Fig. 1. Cutting Simulation.

2.1 Cutting Simulation module
The Cutting simulation module provides the
instant cutting function of the target model. Also a
user can input arbitrary cutting path of various
combinations of the cutters and carriers to create a
cutting activity by haptic device as well as Graphical
User Interface (GUI). And the cutting activity can be
updated during scenario modeling procedure. Fig. 1
shows an example scenario of cutting simulation. In
the Fig. 1 target model (upper internal) is cut by a
circular saw which is carried by robot manipulator.

Fig. 2. Example of worker dose calculation.

3. Integration of the modules

2.2 Human dose calculation module
The worker dose rate is calculated based on
worker path and working time in the simulation
system. A user can easily model the working path
and working motion of the worker by using the
human manikin model in the simulation system and
based on the dose rate of the model we can calculate

Each module is implemented as a Dynamic Linked
Library (DLL). And all modules are bound to the
simulation system at runtime. The system structures
are shown in Fig. 3. Functional module are placed
top position of the diagram and those modules refer
to the common module which provides interfaces of
the Delmia System.
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Fig. 3. System Integration Scheme.

4. Conclusion
Previously, we implemented necessary functions to
simulate the dismantle process of the nuclear facility
which are implemented in each module. And finally
we integrate all the modules to evaluate the dismantle
scenario quantitatively. In the future, this system
framework can be used scenario optimization based
on scenario assessment result.
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